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While there are countless construction management solutions out there on the market, most of them are 
specifically built for general contractors. Luckily, there is a solution built for you. Procore is, and continues to 
be, focused on delivering value to field teams. With its comprehensive platform, Procore helps eliminate manual 
processes and outdated systems—saving you time, money, and headaches.

Procore for Subcontractors
Think Procore is just a general contractor’s solution? Think again.

WHAT ARE YOUR HEADACHES? PROCORE’S SOLUTION

Multiple, single point solutions causing a lack  
of standardization and siloed data, costing time 
and money

One centralized platform that standardizes 
processes across all teams and projects

Various documentation systems, increasing 
liability and risk in the case of a dispute

Consolidated document repository that allows 
you to show progress of work clearly and in 
context at any moment so you get paid faster

No way to track and monitor safety trends, 
resulting in increased onsite risks

Robust reporting tools that help you identify 
safety risks and reduce injuries

Clunky systems or outdated tools, inhibiting 
employee buy-in

Intuitive, easy-to-use tools that ensure employee 
buy-in, especially for field teams

Outdated and slow virtual private networks 
(VPNs), delaying tasks and hindering  
project efficiency

Mobile functionality that helps improve field-to-
office communication for better efficiency

No effective way to manage quality of work, 
often resulting in rework that cuts into  
profit margins

Quality control system that allows you to monitor 
quality standards and ensure the job is done right 
the first time, protecting margins

Outdated data, making it difficult to spot trends 
or risk areas

Real-time data and powerful insights for better 
data-driven decisions

Lack of visibility into how progress in the field is 
measuring up to original budget and schedule

Powerful insight into real-time labor hours and 
installation progress, helping you stay on budget 
and in schedule

Per seat license, creating access limitations and 
ultimately inhibiting collaboration

Unlimited user license for seamless  
collaboration between the field, office, and 
general contractor
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With a robust toolset—complete with financial, productivity, quality, and safety tools—Procore helps you drive 
production and profitability. Plus, with over 100 third-party integrations, it helps standardize processes while 
offering the flexibility you need to be successful. That way, you can spot trends and course correct in real time to 
become more efficient, productive, and profitable.  

Hear from the industry

A Solution Built for You
Construction management solutions aren’t just for  
general contractors anymore.

“In three months, Procore paid for itself—just 
through purchase orders alone. It was part of 
a growth of $10 million in revenue in the first 
year that we used Procore. The value that we 
got back in the return, and those increased 

margins, was worth the investment.”

WES SIMPSON 

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

GREEN MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

“With just the Timesheets Tool alone, I’m able 
to save 6 different project managers 6 hours 
a week. I assure you that amount is well over 
the price I pay for Procore in totality.”

BRANDON LOPEZ 

CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER - VP OF PRODUCTION  

ABLE COMMUNICATIONS

“We have the option of setting up reports so 
that we don’t have to bother the guys in the 
field at all to know how much time they’ve 
worked. We just receive that information 
automatically in our inbox. Procore is 
constantly improving their capabilities to 

help us meet our business needs.”

YOSLAINE MUCHULI 

PROJECT CONTROLLER 

BENGOA CONSTRUCTION

“Procore is definitely the bridge between the 
two worlds—the guy that’s actually working 
off of a ladder and the guy that’s working 
at a desk. It’s nice not to be concerned with 
picking and choosing who needs access 
to the data. That way, you’re able to keep 
your entire project team involved. Unlimited 
users, unlimited data storage—that just keeps 
everybody free to communicate.”

DAVE WOODY 

DIRECTOR OF PROJECT DELIVER 

DOMINION MECHANICAL

Ready to say goodbye to slow, manual processes once and for all?  
Learn how you can mitigate risk and maximize profitability at procore.com/subcontractors.

http://procore.com/subcontractors

